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October Activities for Earning Stamps 

October is Bat Appreciation Month 

TRUE OR FALSE  

A. Bats are flying mammals 

B. Bats are not useful 

C. Bats come in a wide variety 
of shapes and sizes. 

D. Blind as a bat is true 

E. All bats eat blood 

Can you do research and write 

down five true facts about bats like what they eat, 

and different kinds of bats and where they live.   

 

 

 

 

 

2. Can you find the bat that is on exhibit in the  

Karshner Museum?  What kind of bat is it and 

where did it come from?  

 

 

3.  Make a bat mask 

or other craft.   

 

 

( Complete four of the questions or activities for a stamp in your passport) 

1. What is a stamp?   

2.  Explore the Museum and find 

out when Postage stamps started?  

Here is a clue—The Penny Black  

 

2. What are some other stamps you see?  When 

were they made?  In what country? 

 

3. Which is your favorite?  

4. Research and find out what a 

stamp collector is called? 

5. Did you know there are contests to 

design stamps?  Draw a design for 

a stamp?   

 

7. When you are in the museum, pick up and play 

one of the stamp games! Fun! 

Check out https://stamps.org/Young-Collector   -for lots of fun 

Karshner Center Explorer Club 

October is  

National Stamp Collecting Month 



 

 Come to the Museum and complete one of the scavenger hunts. 

 Do activities in one of the galleries, look for the activity sheets in the Science 

exhibit, in the Inventions and Innovations exhibit, or the Korea 65 exhibit. 

 Find an artifact you’ve never seen before and draw it. 

 Spend some time on one of the kiosks and write two things you learned. 

 Design an exhibit for the museum, draw a design for a case and glue pictures 

of artifacts in drawing.   

 Come to events:  Third Thursdays, Saturday Culture & Arts Events  

Karshner Center Explorer’s Club 

Activities at the Karshner Museum 

Space for you to design, draw, answer questions about bats, or stamps , design an exhibit or other KIDS CLUB activities. 


